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Abstract

Yano (2001) has constructed a game of endogenous price leadership for a
homogeneous product with two �rms and different technologies and demon-
strated that the state in which the technologically superior �rm acts as a price
leader is a Nash equilibrium (a superior leader equilibrium). This study ex-
tends the original framework of Yano (2001) and spells out technical details
so as to fully characterize the Nash equilibria in that framework. We demon-
strate the existence of a strong presumption in favor of the emergence of a
superior leader equilibrium.

�This paper is dedicated to the late Professor Koji Shimomura, whose insights and productivity
have always inspired us all. A technological difference, on which our study focuses, were one of
the issues that Koji found to be important; see, for example, Kikuchi and Shimomura (2007).



1 Introduction
In his recent book, Yano (2001) has constructed a game of endogenous price lead-
ership for a homogeneous product with two �rms and different technologies and
demonstrated that the state in which the technologically superior �rm acts as a
price leader is a Nash equilibrium (a superior leader equilibrium). In that book,
however, whether or not the state in which the technologically inferior �rm acts
as a price leader can also be a Nash equilibrium (an inferior leader equilibrium)
has been left as an open question. It has turned out that this question is not at all
obvious; one complication making the question dif�cult is a technical ambiguity
in Yano's description of the model. By using a completely different speci�cation,
Yano and Komatsubara (2006) show that superior and inferior leader equilibria co-
exist but that it is dif�cult to eliminate the inferior leader equilibrium by a purely
non-cooperative method of equilibrium selection.
This study returns to the original framework of Yano (2001) and spells out

technical details so as to fully characterize the Nash equilibria in that framework.
Con�rming that Yano's superior leader equilibrium in fact exists, we demonstrate
that the inferior leader equilibrium, if exists, can be eliminated by the standard
method of the iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies (see Fudenberg
and Tirole (1991)). This demonstrates the existence of a strong presumption in
favor of the emergence of a superior leader equilibrium.
Yano (2001), as well as this study, incorporates a game theoretic framework

to the pioneering work of Ono (1978), in which endogenous price leadership is
characterized by means of the technological difference between two �rms.1 In
doing so, Yano adopts the extended game with observable delay of Hamilton and
Slutsky (1990).2 Assuming that a �rm sells an amount smaller than the demand
that it faces, this study follows the original speci�cation of Ono (1978).
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we explain the ba-

sic structure of the model. In Section 3 we examine the determination of price
leadership.

1In addition to Ono (1978), a number of studies have examined endogenous price leadership
in a homogeneous product market in the existing literature; see Deneckere and Kovenock (1992),
Yano (2001), Tasnádi (2003), Dastidar and Furth (2005), Yano and Komatsubara (2006), and Zhu
and Wu (2007). Amir and Stepanova (2006) focus on a differentiated product market and relate
endogenous price leadership to a technological difference. Also see van Damme and Hurkens
(2004).

2Deneckere and Kovenock (1992) adopt a slightly different speci�cation and characterize en-
dogenous price leadership by means of the capacity difference between two �rms.
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2 Basic Structure of the Model
The model of this study follows Yano's two-period duopoly model. There are two
�rms, which produce a homogeneous product. Let Ci(y) be �rm i's total cost
function satisfying Ci(0) = 0. One �rm's marginal cost curve lies below the other
�rm's curve. The former �rm is referred to as the technologically superior �rm
(S); the latter �rm is referred to as the technologically inferior �rm (I). That
is to say, C 0S(y) < C 0I(y). Each �rm's marginal cost function is continuously
differentiable and U-shaped.
There are two periods. Following Hamilton and Slutsky (1990), Yano (2001)

assumes that each �rm simultaneously chooses its role (leader or follower) in the
�rst period. If the two �rms choose different roles in the �rst period, they engage
in Stackelberg price competition in the second period, in which the leader �rm
sets its price �rst and, after seeing the price, the follower �rm sets its price. If the
two �rms choose the same role in the �rst period, they engage in Bertrand price
competition in the second period, in which each �rm sets its price simultaneously.
Each �rm sells the optimal quantity within the demand that it faces. Let Mi

(i = S; I) be a function of price such that

Mi(pi) = maxC
0
i
�1(pi); pi > ci; (1)

where C 0i�1 is the inverse of �rm i's marginal cost function and ci is its shutdown
price. Firm i sells the minimum of its demand andMi(pi) if pi is higher than ci.
Otherwise, it sells no product.
For the sake of explanation, denote as D the market demand for the product;

it is strictly decreasing and continuous on (0;1). Let p0i be the price p such that
D(p) = Mi(p) and p

1=2
i be the price p such that D1=2(p) = Mi(p). It is clear that

p0i > p
1=2
i . It follows from C 0S(y) < C 0I(y) that p0I > p0S and p

1=2
I > p

1=2
S . Let pMi

be �rm i's monopoly price, satisfying

pMi = argmax
p
[pD(p)� Ci(D(p))]:

Yano (2001) assumes pMi � p0i + 1 and p
1=2
i � ci + 1.

2.1 Stackelberg Price Competition
Think of the case in which a Stackelberg price game is played in the second period.
Following Yano (2001), the leader's expectation of its demand is different from
that of the follower.
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Let �rm j (i = S; I) be the leader and �rm i (6= j) be the follower. Firm i's
demand is as follows: If �rm i sets its price above that of �rm j, �rm i's demand
is equal to zero. If �rm i sets its price below or equal to that of �rm j, �rm i's
demand is equal to the market demand. In short, �rm i expects that if it sets its
price at pi, its demand is given by

Di(pi; pj) =

�
0 if pi > pj
D(pi) if pi � pj;

(2)

provided that �rm j sets its price at pj . With this expectation, �rm i sets its price
pi and sells the optimal quantity within the demand that it faces at that price, pi.
It is assumed that �rm i sets its price pi = pj or pi 2 (0; pj � 1 ] [ [ pj + 1;1)
given �rm j's price pj . This assumption implies that if �rm i chooses to set a price
different from that of �rm j, its price must be different from that of �rm j at least
by one penny.
Firm i's optimal price depends on �rm j's price; it is represented by the best-

response correspondence. Recall that ci is �rm i's shutdown price. Following
Yano (2001), we assume that if pj � ci, �rm i sets its price above pj and sells no
product. If pj > ci and if �rm i is indifferent between setting pi = pj and setting
pi 6= pj , �rm i sets pi = pj . De�ne ~pMi in (pMi ; pMi + 1) such that

~pMi D(~p
M
i )� Ci(D(~pMi )) = (~pMi � 1)D(~pMi � 1)� Ci(D(~pMi � 1)):

The price setting of �rm i (the follower) is summarized as follows:

Lemma 1 In Stackelberg price competition in which �rm j is the leader and �rm
i(6= j) is the follower, �rm i's optimal price depends on pj and its best-response
correspondence is given by

Pi(pj) =

8<:
pMi if pj > ~pMi
pj if ci < pj � ~pMi
[ pj + 1;1) if pj � ci;

(3)

where pj is �rm j's price.

Proof. If pj � ci, (3) follows directly from the assumption introduced before this
lemma. If pj > ~pMi , it is optimal for �rm i to set its monopoly price. This implies
the �rst expression on the right hand side of (3).
Note p0i + 1 < ~pMi . Take the case in which ci < pj < p0i. If �rm i sets pi = pj ,

it obtains the market demand. By the de�nition of p0i, it sells Mi(pj). If �rm i
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sets pi = pj � 1, it obtains the market demand. By the de�nition of p0i, it sells
Mi(pj � 1). It is clear that �rm i's surplus is larger in the case in which it sets
pi = pj . Hence, �rm i sets pi = pj (it sellsMi(pj)).
Take the case in which p0i � pj < p0i + 1. If �rm i sets pi = pj , it obtains the

market demand. By the de�nition of p0i, it sells the quantity demanded. If �rm i
sets pi = pj � 1, it obtains the market demand. By the de�nition of p0i, it sells
Mi(pj � 1). Because, by assumption, pMi � p0i+1, �rm i's surplus is larger in the
case in which it sets pi = pj . Hence, �rm i sets pi = pj (it sells D(pj)).
Take the case in which p0i + 1 � pj � ~pMi . Either if �rm i sets pi = pj or if it

sets pi = pj � 1, it obtains the market demand and sells the quantity demanded.
By the de�nition of ~pMi , if p0i + 1 � pj < ~pMi , �rm i sets pi = pj . If pj = ~pMi , by
assumption, �rm i sets pi = pj (it sells D(pj)).

In order to obtain Yano's characterization of a Stackelberg equilibrium, it is
crucial to assume that �rm j obtains a residual demand. This may be justi�ed by
the assumption that the follower can undercut slightly the leader's price so as to
sell as much as the follower desires to sell (see Ono (1978)). The �rm's demand
is characterized as follows:

Lemma 2 In Stackelberg price competition in which �rm j is the leader and �rm
i(6= j) is the follower, �rm j's demand is given by

DL
j (pj) =

8<:
0 if pj � p0i
D(pj)�Mi(pj) if ci < pj < p0i
D(pj) if pj � ci;

where pj is �rm j's price.

Proof. It is clear from Lemma 1.

Figure 1 illustrates DL
j (pS), j = S; I . Firm j sells the quantity that is equal to

QLj (pj) = minfDL
j (pj);Mj(pj)g;

which depends on �rm j's price, pj . Firm j chooses pj so as to maximize its
producer surplus, which is given by

pjQ
L
j (pj)� Cj(QLj (pj)):

In Stackelberg price competition in which �rm S is the leader, �rm S has the
following two choices. In the case in which �rm S sets a price pS above cI , it can
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obtain a residual demand. Denote by ŝL �rm S's maximum surplus in this case.
That is, it satis�es

ŝL = max
pS>cI

[pS(D(pS)�MI(pS))� CS(D(pS)�MI(pS))]:

In the case in which �rm S sets a price below or equal to cI , it can obtain the
market demand. Denote by �sL �rm S's maximum surplus in this case. That is, it
satis�es

�sL = max
pS�cI

[pSD(pS)� CS(D(pS))]:

Each �rm's equilibrium surplus is characterized as follows:

Lemma 3 In the Stackelberg equilibrium in which �rm S is the leader, let PSLS
be �rms S's surplus and PSFI be �rm I's surplus. If ŝL > �sL, �rm S's price is
higher than cI , and it holds that

PSLS = ŝ
L and PSFI > 0: (4)

If ŝL < �sL, �rm S's price is lower than or equal to cI , and it holds that

PSLS = �s
L and PSFI = 0: (5)

If ŝL = �sL, either (4) or (5) holds.

Proof. Take the case in which ŝL > �sL. In this case, �rm S's price is higher than
cI but lower than p0I , and it holds that PSLS = ŝL. By Lemma 1, �rm I sets the
same price as pS . By the de�nition of cI , �rm I obtains a positive surplus. Hence,
it holds that PSFI > 0.
Take the case in which ŝL < �sL. In this case, �rm S's price is lower than or

equal to cI , and it holds that PSLS = �sL. By Lemma 1, �rm I sets a price above
�rm S's price, and it holds that PSFI = 0.
In the case in which ŝL = �sL, it is clear that either (4) or (5) holds.

Following Yano (2001), we focus on the case in which each �rm's technology
difference is large. That is, we assume the following:

Assumption 1: p0S � cI .

Under this assumption, each �rm's equilibrium surplus in Stackelberg price com-
petition in which �rm I is the leader is characterized as follows:
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Lemma 4 In the Stackelberg equilibrium in which �rm I is the leader, let PSFS
be �rm S's surplus and PSLI be �rm I's surplus. Then, it holds that

PSFS � 0 and PSLI = 0: (6)

Proof. Take the case in which pI < p0S . By Lemma 2, �rm I obtains a residual
demand. By Assumption 1, pI < p0S implies pI < cI . By the de�nition of cI , �rm
I sells no product. Take the case in which pI � p0S . By Lemma 2, �rm I obtains
no demand. Hence, it holds that PSLI = 0. Moreover, it is clear that PSFS � 0.

In this equilibrium �rm I's surplus is zero. Hence, �rm I's optimal price is not
determined uniquely. Since �rm S's surplus depends on �rm I's price, �rm S's
surplus is not uniquely determined either.

2.2 Bertrand Price Competition
Next, think of the case in which a Bertrand price game is played in the second
period. Following Yano (2001), assume that if the two �rms set identical prices,
each �rm will face half of the market demand. Moreover, each �rm believes that
if it raises its price in that state, it will lose its demand completely. If the �rm
lowers its price, it will face the entire market demand. In short, �rm i (i = S; I)
expects that if it sets its price at pi, its demand is given by

Di(pi; pj) =

8<:
0 if pi > pj
D(pi)=2 if pi = pj
D(pi) if pi < pj;

(7)

provided that �rm j (6= i) sets its price at pj . With this expectation, �rm i sets its
price pi and sells the optimal quantity within the demand that it faces at that price,
pi.3
Firm i's optimal price depends on �rm j's price; it is represented by the best-

response correspondence. Assume that there exists a price ti in (p
1=2
i ; p0i) such

that

tiD(ti)=2� Ci(D(ti)=2) = (ti � 1)Mi(ti � 1)� Ci(Mi(ti � 1)):

Under this assumption, �rm i's price setting is summarized as follows:
3Dastidar (1995) adopts this speci�cation with the assumption that a �rmmust satisfy the entire

demand that it faces. In that case, unlike in the present study, the subjective demand that a �rm
believes always coincides with the objective demand.
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Lemma 5 Firm i's optimal price depends on pj and its best-response correspon-
dence is given by

Pi(pj) =

8>><>>:
pMi if pj � pMi + 1
pj � 1 if ti < pj < pMi + 1
pj if ci < pj � ti
[ pj + 1;1) if pj � ci;

(8)

where pj is �rm j's price.

Proof. Take the case in which pj � ci. By assumption, �rm i sets a price higher
than or equal to pj + 1.
Take the case in which ci < pj < ci+1. If �rm i sets pi = pj , it obtains half of

the market demand. By assumption, p1=2i � ci + 1. Hence, it holds that p1=2i > pj .
By the de�nition of p1=2i , it sells Mi(pj) and obtains a positive surplus. If �rm i
sets pi = pj � 1, it obtains the market demand. It, however, holds that pi < ci. By
the de�nition of ci, �rm i sells no product and obtains no surplus. Hence, in this
case, �rm i sets pi = pj .
Take the case in which ci + 1 � pj < p

1=2
i . If �rm i sets pi = pj , it obtains

half of the market demand. By the de�nition of p1=2i , it sellsMi(pj). If �rm i sets
pi = pj � 1, it obtains the market demand. Because p0i > p

1=2
i , p1=2i > pj implies

p0i > pj� 1. By the de�nition of p0i, �rm i sellsMi(pj� 1). SinceMi(pj) is larger
thanMi(pj � 1), �rm i sets pi = pj in this case.
Take the case in which p1=2i � pj < p0i+1. If �rm i sets pi = pj , it obtains half

of the market demand. By the de�nition of p1=2i , it sells the quantity demanded.
In this case, �rm i's producer surplus is given by

pjD(pj)=2� Ci(D(pj)=2):

If �rm i sets its price pi = pj � 1, it obtains the market demand. By the de�nition
of p0i, it sellsMi(pj � 1). In this case, its producer surplus is given by

(pj � 1)Mi(pj � 1)� Ci(Mi(pj � 1)):

By the de�nition of ti, if p
1=2
i � pj < ti, �rm i sets pi = pj and sells D(pj)=2. If

pj = ti, by assumption, �rm i sets pi = ti and sells D(ti)=2. If ti < pj < p0i + 1,
�rm i sets pi = pj � 1 and sellsMi(pj � 1).
Take the case in which p0i + 1 � pj < pMi + 1, where pMi is �rm i's monopoly

price. If �rm i sets pi = pj , it sells D(pj)=2. If �rm i sets pi = pj � 1, it sells
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D(pj � 1). It is clear that �rm i's surplus is larger in the case in which it sets
pi = pj � 1. Hence, �rm i sets pi = pj � 1.
Take the case in which pj � pMi + 1. In this case, it is optimal for �rm i to set

its monopoly price.

Figure 2 illustrates each �rm's best-response correspondence. The Bertrand
equilibrium is a pair of prices such that each �rm's best-response correspondence
intersects. Under Assumption 1, the Bertrand equilibrium is characterized as fol-
lows:

Lemma 6 The set of Bertrand equilibrium prices is given by

f(pS; pI) : pI = pS + 1; tS � 1 < pS � cIg: (9)

Let PSBS be �rm S's surplus and PSBI be �rm I's surplus. Then, it holds that

PSBS > 0 and PSBI = 0: (10)

Proof. By the de�nition of tS , tS < p0S . By Assumption 1, p0S � cI . Hence, it
holds that tS < cI . From Figure 2, the set of Bertrand equilibrium prices is given
by (9). Moreover, it is clear that (10) holds.

Because each �rm's best response correspondence intersects below the 45 de-
gree line, �rm I obtains no demand and �rm S obtains the market demand in the
Bertrand equilibrium.4

3 Price Leadership
In the �rst period, each �rm simultaneously chooses its role. If �rm S chooses
xS = L (leader) and �rm I chooses xI = F (follower), they engage in Stackelberg
price competition in which �rm S is the leader; each �rm's producer surplus is
given by (PSLS ; PSFI ). If �rm S chooses xS = F and �rm I chooses xI =
L, they engage in Stackelberg price competition in which �rm I is the leader;
each �rm's producer surplus is given by (PSFS ; PSLI ). Either if both �rms choose

4Following Yano (2001), this study does not require that the market demand is completely
absorbed in the equilibrium. This guarantees the existence of the Bertrand equilibrium. If we
exclude states in which the market demand is not completely absorbed from the equilibrium, the
Bertrand equilibrium may not exist.
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xS = xI = L or if both �rms choose xS = xI = F , they engage in Bertrand price
competition; each �rm's producer surplus is given by (PSBS ; PSBI ).
As is shown in the previous section, the relationship between ŝL and �sL de-

termines each �rm's surplus. Firm S's equilibrium surplus is characterized as
follows:

Lemma 7 If ŝL > �sL, PSLS > PSBS . If ŝL < �sL, PSLS � PSBS . Moreover,
PSFS � 0.

Proof. By the de�nition of �sL, it is clear that �sL � PSBS . By Lemma 3, if ŝL > �sL,
PSLS = ŝL. Hence, PSLS > PSBS . By Lemma 3, if ŝL < �sL, PSLS = �sL. This
implies PSLS � PSBS . Lemma 4 implies PSFS � 0.

Firm I's equilibrium surplus is characterized as follows:

Lemma 8 If ŝL > �sL, PSFI > 0. If ŝL < �sL, PSFI = 0. Moreover, PSLI =
PSBI = 0.

Proof. It is clear from Lemmas 3, 4, and 6.

Each �rm's surplus is summarized in the following table:

S; I L F
L PSBS ; PSBI (= 0) PSLS (� PSBS ); PSFI (� 0)
F PSFS ; PSLI (= 0) PSBS ; PSBI (= 0)

Table 1

The next theorem shows that the state in which �rm S acts as a price leader is a
Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 1 (superior leader equilibrium) Strategy pro�le (xS; xI) = (L; F ) is
a Nash equilibrium.

Proof. In Table 1, it holds that PSLS � PSBS . It also holds that PSFI � PSBI .
Hence, (xS; xI) = (L; F ) is a Nash equilibrium.

In the general setting above, a superior leader equilibrium may coexist with
an inferior leader equilibrium, in which �rm I acts as a price leader. The inferior
leader equilibrium can, however, be eliminated with an additional assumption by
the iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies.
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Theorem 2 Suppose ŝL > �sL. Then, strategy pro�le (xS; xI) = (F;L) is elimi-
nated by the iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies.

Proof. We can eliminate �rm I's L because it is weakly dominated. Once we
eliminate �rm I's L, we can eliminate �rm S's F .

Because both ŝL and �sL are endogenous variables, it is desirable to derive a suf�-
cient condition on the structure of the model that guarantees the hypothesis of the
above theorem (ŝL > �sL). Towards this end, de�ne

�sL = cID(cI)� CS(D(cI)):

The next corollary follows directly from Theorem 2.

Corollary 1 (elimination of the inferior leader equilibrium) Suppose ŝL > �sL
and pMS � cI . Then, strategy pro�le (xS; xI) = (F;L) is eliminated by the iterated
elimination of weakly dominated strategies.

If the hypothesis of Theorem 2 (ŝL > �sL) were not satis�ed, the price lead-
ership game summarized in Table 1 might not be well de�ned. If, in particular,
ŝL < �sL, the return to �rm I would become zero in every entry of the return
matrix. This implies that �rm I would have no incentive to choose its role in the
�rst period. As a result, the return to �rm S would become indeterminate in every
entry. If, therefore, ŝL < �sL, the game would become unde�ned.
In the case of ŝL < �sL, as is noted above, �rm I is indifferent with respect to

the choice of its role. Therefore, it is possible to think of a new game in which
�rm S chooses the roles of both S and I in the �rst period in such a way that �rm
S maximizes its surplus. The solution to this modi�ed game is characterized as
follows:

Proposition 1 Suppose ŝL < �sL. Selling no product in the second period, �rm I
is indifferent with respect to the choice of its role. If �rm S is allowed to choose the
roles of both S and I , two types of equilibria may arise. That is, �rm S chooses
(xS; xI) = (L; F ) if PSLS > PSFS and (xS; xI) = (F;L) if PSLS < PSFS .

Proof. It is easy to prove that either PSLS > PSFS or PSLS < PSFS is possible.
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